
The Thousands of Dead Cattle in Nebraska Were Deliberately POISONED!!!

Description

USA: From Jim Stone: No one knows why, but this is something you don’t see every day.

 

UPDATE: THE ANSWER IS IN: SOMEONE SNUCK ONTO THE RANCH AND POISONED THE 
WATER THE CATTLE DRANK. THIS IS A DIRECT ATTACK ON AMERICA’S FOOD SUPPLY. 
OVER 10,000 HEAD OF CATTLE KILLED. Now who, what group, has a history of poisoning it’s 
opposition? Don’t pretend to guess.

UPDATE TO ABOVE: This may sound crazy and I don’t normally link stuff like
this, but a psychic nailed the cattle poisonings that just happened, and she did it
on June 1. There is ZERO “fruitcake” in this psychic, I would not have put this
here if it was not shocking, she nailed this mass cattle die off, the lack of water
and then poisoned water and that people did it, how the people who watched the
cattle were Mexicans, how saboteurs arrived, and EVERY DETAIL RELATED TO
IT. Now that it has been revealed that the cattle did indeed die from poisoned
water and not heat or disease this really takes the cake.

Her segment of the video is long. At 37 minutes (her segment starts at 30 minutes) She nails the fact
that the feedlot animals were not messed with, but the free range animals got their water supply
poisoned when the dry stream they drank from suddenly got water, and the water was poisoned which
killed them all. She ties it all together at 43 minutes. Clearly, someone released water from a dam 
which the cattle drank, and they poisoned the water when they released it to cause a mass 
cattle die off. That’s exactly what just happened today. I never saw anything like this that hit so
many details perfect. At first it looks like nonsense but if you watch it a second time, you’ll be
captivated by the detail and how it ended up being true.
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https://youtu.be/jFfvwBxQ7rs?t=1779

CONCLUSION: The elite who ran the large feedlots poisoned the water supply to
the smaller farmers to kill all their cattle, so the elite could more completely take
over agriculture. She saw EVERY BIT OF IT.

From Jim Stone:

Category

1. Crime-Justice-Terrorism-Corruption
2. Economy-Business-Fin/Invest
3. Main
4. NWO-Deep State-Dictatorship-Tyrrany
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